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I. Introduction
Endogenous growth theory has enjoyed enormous attention over the last several years.
New growth theory, as it is sometimes referred, considers technological change, growth, and welfare in the context of a neoclassical representative agent model. Amongst the abundant literature, papers that explicitly consider the nature of technological change include Romer [1990] with "knowledge driven growth", Grossman and Helpman [1991] with "quality ladders," and Aghion and Howitt [1992] with "creative destruction." Each of these papers has received wide acclaim to the effect that they now rank among the seminal works in the New Growth Theory literature. Consequently, these papers provide the frameworks for subsequent research extensions.
One such extension is the paper by Rivera-Batiz and Romer [1991] . They attempt to analyse the Romer [1990] model in an open economy setting. Their results are now part of the standard fare of many graduate macroeconomics courses and the textbooks that they use.
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This paper re-examines the Romer [1990] "knowledge driven" endogenous growth model in an open economy setting. We present an alternative specification to that which is found Rivera-Batiz and Romer [1991] . They consider two countries that are identical only up until the point in which trade opens, after which, by assumption they cease to be identical. Once trade in ideas is also allowed, the wealth effect of doubling the size of the market for new ideas overwhelms the substitution effect from the change in the relative price of human capital. Agents respond by devoting more human capital to research relative to the case of trade in only goods. Since the growth rate of technology is now a function of the world stock of ideas, although the agent still devotes less human capital to research relative to autarky, the growth rate of technology with trade in ideas is higher.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a synopsis of the methodology used by Romer [1990] . Section III explains the difference between Rivera-Batiz and Romer [1991] and our alternative specification. Section IV discusses the amended results. Section V contains concluding remarks.
II. Summary of Romer [1990]
The Romer [1990] 
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Each intermediate producer is a monopolist facing with an inverse demand for its variety of input that is exactly equal to its marginal product in the production of Y.
The profit maximizing price and output of the representative monopolist is defined as follows.
(5)
The market for ideas is competitive and therefore A Rivera-Batiz and Romer [1991] consider trade between two identical economies as described by Romer [1990] . The economies are identical only up until trade is opened. 4 In so doing, they first consider trade in intermediate goods without 
The growth rate of technology is therefore given by In exactly half the time its takes H to invent a still newer innovation, F introduces its 
V. Conclusion
The results herein are complementary to those found in Rivera-Batiz and
Romer [1991] . The general results from that paper as well as the limitations placed on those results by the authors still hold here. They are that economic integration, when the change in technology is subject to increasing returns, has a positive long run effect on economic growth. And given the nature of the exponential growth function, policies that affect trade necessarily affect growth and can have large cumulative effects on economic welfare. Furthermore, the two models ultimately characterize different sets of stylised facts that we observe in the world. There certainly does exist the ability to innovate and reap the returns across the entire world (i.e. Microsoft).
But there also exists the stylised fact that countries do produce their own versions of goods without the explicit exchange of ideas (i.e. automobile industry). • Show that
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• Show that and given the analytic solution to P A , it must also be that • Show that . In other words, if technological change is the engine of growth and without monopoly profits to provide the incentive to research, then there is no research and, as a consequence, no growth. Interestingly enough, the Bertrand version also implies that the two countries are not only identical but also characterised by perfect competition and constant return to scale in its tradable goods, which is the standard "no trade" model. 6 This result is derived from the Euler Equation,
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